Working Bee Report – April 2011
Changing our working bee to the week
following Easter didn’t achieve its
intended result as only Maelor and myself
turned up for the working bee. As is often
the case the office was closed so we
selected some tools from our ‘office’ and
headed down to Costa’s block to see how
the plots were progressing.
The plot nearest the track has some trees
that have grown past the chewing height of
the kangaroos and wallabies and have
become very established with minimal
weeds in the plot. The other plots with the
orange tape had a mixture of some shrubs
doing quite well and others that were
either struggling to compete against weeds
or the animals. There was not much we
could do about the animals but in the
beautiful sunshine Maelor and I set about
removing some weeds. Maelor had a
small mattock and I had loppers which
were very useful in removing artichoke
thistles which were springing up and
flowering throughout the plots.

Lush growth in plot
From these plots we headed across to the
plot we put in. The plants in the frames
are looking good but the animals have
certainly been in the plot and eaten the
tops out the plants. This plot didn’t have

much artichoke but lots of withered
mustard weed which Maelor set about
removing to uncover some of the smaller
plants.
Meanwhile I checked out the plants in
frames scattered over the slope. Over 60%
have grown but they are all being pruned
as they grow to the top of the frame.

Maelor removing mustard weed
Our job for the next working bee should be
making more wire frames to protect these
plants.
By now it was time to head back up to the
cars and Maelor headed off home. I had
my lunch and then wanted to go across to
Burns to see how things looked there. The
car park was very quiet for such a nice day
and I wandered alone down the track
enjoying the scenery. At the Tesselated
Pavement the creek was running swiftly so
I couldn’t get across so I checked out the
Calytrix which had been planted some
years before. There are about 7 young
plants and the old parent plant surviving
and they are looking good although most
are still less than half a meter tall. From
the pavement I took the new steep
alternative track back to the carpark which
is already starting to erode. Stopping for a
rest I spotted a fox trotting up the opposite
hill. I then drove around to the Burns

paddock and was surprised to see a huge
new development being built on Loemans
Road – the new home of Customs and
Border Protection.
I checked out the exclusion plots we put in
some time ago and although the first two
didn’t have any seedlings it was more than
made up for in the last plot which had over
30 seedlings in various stages of growth
from 20cm to over 1m.

ago there was nothing but grassy weeds
near the top but as I walked down it
gradually changed to Wallaby grass with
lots of golden wattle regenerating and then
further down to Kangaroo grass and
Bluebells – a fantastic result when you
consider the years of effort Robert Bender
put in to remove the Prickly Pear.

Strangely it didn’t matter if some were in
frames or not they had not been eaten
either way.

Allocasuarina, Bursaria and Lomandra
with established Lightwood in
background on ridge top at Burns
Walking back across the slope you could
see the damage from the erosion on the
other side of the creek which covers a vast
section of the hillside.
Along this slope at Burns there had been a
number of Banksia marginata but now
there is only one although it looks healthy
and growing vigourously.

Callitris seedlings
Going over the hill to the steep escarpment
and it was a different story. There were
virtually no plants surviving down the
slope but there was a smattering of plants
doing well on the top – Allocasuarinas,
Bursarias and Acacia implexa.
Going down the more gentle slope that had
most of its Aloe removed a couple of years

Bees feasting on Banksia marginata
Driving back out from the park I spotted
another fox bounding along in the serrated
tussock paddock opposite the park.

